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ABSTRACT: Organic clathrates, particularly those formed by hydroquinone (HQ) and gas mixtures, have been far less studied than other inclusion compounds, such as gas hydrates. In this study, experiments and molecular dynamics simulations were performed on mixed \((\text{CO}_2 + \text{CH}_4)\)–HQ clathrates. Single crystals were synthesized using gas mixtures with different compositions, ranging from pure \(\text{CO}_2\) to pure \(\text{CH}_4\). The crystal structure, the guest occupancy in the clathrates, and the variation of the crystal lattice parameters according to clathrate composition were obtained by X-ray diffraction measurements. In addition, molecular dynamics simulations were performed on the same systems, with state-of-the-art molecular models and force fields. The experimental results obtained and the molecular dynamics simulation estimations were in good agreement. The clathration selectivity was also calculated on the basis of experimental results, and the composition of the solid phase was correlated with the composition of the gas phase at equilibrium. These new insights into these structures will be useful from both a fundamental and a practical point of view, particularly for further developing innovative gas separation techniques using HQ clathrates.

INTRODUCTION

The term “clathrate” refers to a solid-state supramolecular entity composed of a network of self-associating molecules (called hosts) forming cavities or channels in which other species (called guests) can be encaged. These host–guest complexes crystallize if the size of the cavities is compatible with the size and shape of the guests, but only under specific thermodynamic (i.e., temperature and pressure) conditions, and they are generally unstable if the cavities do not contain a certain fraction of guest molecules. Clathrate hydrates (usually known as gas hydrates or simply hydrates) represent the most studied category of clathrate compounds, particularly natural gas hydrates that have been known for their propensity to plug the flowlines used in oil and gas transportation. Clathrates whose framework is entirely made up of organic molecules are called organic clathrates. These compounds, particularly those formed with hydroquinone (HQ), have been far less studied than the well-known gas hydrates.

Hydroquinone (1,4 dihydroxybenzene, formerly referred to as quinol) is able to form organic clathrates by encaging gaseous guest molecules such as methane (\(\text{CH}_4\)), carbon dioxide (\(\text{CO}_2\)), sulfur dioxide (\(\text{SO}_2\)), hydrogen sulfide (\(\text{H}_2\text{S}\)) among others. The general formula of HQ clathrates is \(\chi\text{G-3C}_6\text{H}_4(\text{OH})_2\), where G stands for the encaged guest species and \(\chi\) is the occupancy factor (i.e., the fraction of cavities that are occupied). Note that the value of \(\chi\) might theoretically vary from 0 for a guest-free clathrate (if all of the cavities are empty) to 1 (if all of the cavities are fully occupied).

HQ clathrates (denoted by \(\beta\)-HQ), discovered more than 150 years ago and considered for ages as just a fascinating scientific oddity, actually have very interesting properties: (i) these crystals can store large quantities of gases; (ii) can release (or absorb) energy when the guests enter (or exit) the clathrate structure; (iii) have a very high stability at ambient conditions that is ideal for applying analytical characterization techniques; and (iv) can exist in a metastable state with no guests present in the lattice structure. As a result, practical applications based on HQ clathrates have been proposed, including sequestration of hazardous substances, fractionation of organic compound...
mixtures, hydrogen storage, and separation of CO₂ from different gas mixtures containing H₂, N₂, and CH₄.

In the late 1940s, Powell was the first to ever resolve an organic clathrate structure (HQ−SO₂) by X-ray crystallographic analysis, revealing one of the key elements for understanding the nature of these compounds. However, more than 75 years on, it is amazing to realize just how many simple and basic organic clathrate systems still remain unexplored, particularly among those formed with gases. For example, the detailed molecular structures of HQ−CH₄ and mixed (CH₄−CO₂)–HQ clathrates have still not been published. Indeed, this area has not yet been thoroughly studied and HQ clathrates could open up interesting new scientific avenues for exploration.

When different guests are engaged in an HQ structure (typically when a gas mixture is used instead of a pure gas), the resulting host–guest compounds are known as “mixed gas HQ clathrates.” Mixed gas clathrates could be used in a number of practical applications such as gas separation by selective clathration. However, there is very little fundamental information on mixed gas HQ clathrates in the literature, except for recent physicochemical characterizations, and in spectroscopic and thermodynamic data. From a crystallographic point of view, even less information is available. Lee et al. studied the properties of (C₆H₅−CH₄)–HQ and (C₂H₆−C₄H₁₀)–HQ clathrates and found that the lattice parameters a, b, and c (calculated from X-ray powder diffraction patterns) generally increase with the concentration of C₂H₄ in the gas phase. However, to the best of the author’s knowledge, no detailed crystal structures of the kind organic clathrates form with gas mixtures have ever been reported.

Molecular dynamics (MD) simulations of clathrates have been described in the literature, although there are not as many of them as one might expect, considering the abundance and availability of certain host molecules such as water or HQ. Among the clathrates, gas hydrates are by far the systems that receive the most attention in simulation studies. Several reviews, those of Sum et al. and Barnes and Sum, for example, offer detailed theoretical descriptions of their thermophysical properties and equilibrium phenomena simulated by MD. HQ clathrates have received far less attention in molecular dynamics studies, although they share many structural features with hydrate clathrates. To our knowledge, the first study was presented by Dang and Pettitt, in which they investigated the thermodynamics and guest dynamics of krypton (Kr) and argon (Ar) HQ clathrates. This study was promptly followed by a second one by the same authors on diatomic molecules. Santikary et al. studied the diffusion of noble gases (neon and argon) through rigid HQ lattices. Daschbach et al. and more recently Pérez-Rodríguez et al. investigated the behavior of H₂ as a guest molecule, whereas Nemkevich et al. studied HQ clathrates with Diadin’s compound. Other guests including CO₂, CO, H₂S, and CH₄ were also previously modeled by Zubkus et al. Recently, a study of HQ clathrates with CH₄ and CO₂ as guest molecules was presented, in which only the clathrates of the two guests in their pure state (not their mixtures) were investigated. In this study, a molecular dynamics model based in an optimized potentials for liquid simulations (OPLS) force field was tested and the solid native α phase and the β clathrate phases of HQ with CH₄ and CO₂ as guest molecules were reproduced with reasonable accuracy.

In the present study, we investigated the crystal structure of mixed (CO₂ + CH₄)–HQ clathrates in a combined experimental and numerical approach. Single crystals were synthesized using CO₂/CH₄ gas mixtures with different compositions ranging from pure CO₂ to pure CH₄, and the crystal structure was resolved using X-ray diffraction (XRD). The main objective was to study how the lattice parameters of these mixed gas clathrates vary according to the proportion of CO₂ and CH₄ loaded in the crystal. The selectivity of the clathration (i.e., the capacity of the crystal to selectively encapsulate one of the two molecules present in the gas mixture used to form it) was also analyzed experimentally across the entire gas composition domain. In parallel, molecular dynamics simulations were performed on the same systems using state-of-the-art molecular models and force fields, namely, solving Newton’s equations of motion for the individual atoms, coupled with a barostat and a thermostat to fix their thermodynamic conditions at the thermodynamic points of interest. Finally, the experimental and numerical results obtained were compared and discussed to offer salient conclusions regarding the structure and composition of these mixed gas organic clathrates.

### EXPERIMENTAL SECTION

The gas clathrates are crystallized in a 168.0 ± 0.9 cm³ high-pressure jacketed reactor equipped with two viewing windows to watch the crystals growing during the experiment, two Pt-100 probes to measure the liquid and gas temperatures with an accuracy of ± 0.1 K, and a Keller pressure sensor (accuracy of ± 0.01 MPa). The protocol used here was previously used in another of the authors’ studies to obtain CO₂–HQ clathrate single crystals. In short, an oversaturated solution of HQ in absolute ethanol (EtOH), typically 8 g of HQ in 11 g of EtOH, is first prepared in a small glass vessel containing a star-shaped magnetic stirring bar. This vessel is placed inside the reactor in front of the viewing windows with the help of a clamp. The reactor is then closed, put under vacuum to eliminate any traces of air, and regulated to a temperature of 298 ± 0.1 K. The initial HQ/EtOH suspension is agitated with a magnetic stirrer situated beneath the reactor to properly dissolve the HQ and saturate the solvent. The agitation is stopped to perform the next operations in quiescent conditions. The reactor is pressurized either with pure CO₂ (or CH₄) or with a CO₂−CH₄ gas mixture until the desired pressure of 3.0 MPa is reached. The temperature and pressure used in this work were chosen based on previous studies by the authors, particularly two: the first is a process evaluation of CO₂/CH₄ separation by HQ clathrate formation in which a temperature of 298 K and a pressure of 3.0 MPa could be a relevant operating point for an industrial production gas separation unit using such a technology; the second presents a wide range of physical and chemical characterization results for (CO₂−CH₄)–HQ clathrates obtained at ambient conditions and 3.0 MPa but did not study crystal structures. Both temperature and pressure are maintained constant during crystallization. The crystals inside the reactor are observed using a commercial webcam (LiveCam Optia AF, Creative Labs), and all of the process data (i.e., pressure and temperature versus time) are recorded using a homemade LabVIEW interface with an acquisition frequency of 1 Hz. At the end of the synthesis, the composition of the gas mixture at equilibrium with the clathrates is analyzed by gas chromatography (GC). The reactor is then isolated (i.e., the gas supply
valve is closed) and transported (under pressure) to the analytical room for XRD analysis. It is depressurized and opened to collect the clathrate crystals, and the XRD analysis is performed immediately at 100 K. Technical details on GC, XRD apparatus and methods, and information about the equipment used in this work are summarized in Tables S1 and S2 of the Supporting Information. Figures showing the crystal structure and the voids were obtained using Mercury 3.10.3.39

### NUMERICAL METHODS

For simulating the mixed gas HQ clathrate, we use a molecular dynamics technique based on molecular models and a methodology previously tested for pure CO2 and CH4 HQ clathrates.37 GROMACS software40,41 is used to carry out all MD simulations in the present work.

The initial coordinates of the HQ lattice are obtained from experimental crystallographic data acquired by X-ray diffraction analysis.3 GROMACS software40,41 is used to carry out all MD simulations in the present work.

The simulation boxes for the β-HQ clathrates are shown in Figure 1. The initial cell parameters of β-HQ are taken from the experimental values $a = b = 1620.7 \pm 0.6$ pm, $c = 578.0 \pm 0.2$ pm. We fill the β-HQ lattice with different concentrations of CO$_2$ and CH$_4$, and each system is then equilibrated at the desired temperature and pressure values. We select the OPLS-all atom (AA)$^{32}$ force field, somewhat modified for modeling the HQ lattice and guest molecules. In the model used here, the C6 rings in the HQ molecules are rigid, as are the CO$_2$ and CH$_4$ guest molecules, but the OH moieties have some freedom to rotate. All of the molecules are supposed to be nonpolarizable, meaning that the atoms are modeled as point particles with fixed relative positions and point charges.

The modifications made to the OPLS-AA force field used in this study concern the atomic equilibrium positions and charges recalculated from quantum mechanics (QM) instead of the default values in the force field tables. To ensure compatibility with the original OPLS-AA parameterization scheme, equilibrium geometries of HQ, CO$_2$, and CH$_4$ are obtained using Becke’s three-parameter hybrid functional B3LYP (Becke, Lee–Yang–Parr)$^{33,44}$ with the 6-31+G(d,p) Poppe basis set implemented in Gaussian 09.35 Atomic point charges are recalculated with the help of the CHELPG scheme developed by Breneman and Wiberg$^{46}$ in Gaussian 09 too.

The initial simulation boxes are prepared (optimized and equilibrated) in the canonical (NVT) ensemble, coupled with the thermostat by Bussi et al.$^{47}$ When the simulation boxes are stabilized, we calculate the lattice parameters of the mixed gas HQ clathrate crystal structures by performing independent simulations with different relative concentrations of guest molecules in the isothermal–isobaric (NpT) ensemble. The pressure is stabilized at selected values by means of the Parrinello–Rahman barostat$^{47}$ using anisotropic compressibility to take into account the rhombohedral symmetry of the HQ clathrate crystal. As usual, three-dimensional (3D) periodic boundary conditions are used in conjunction with the minimum image convention. The interaction potentials are truncated so that the explicit interactions remain inside the simulation box. Cutoff values of 110 pm are used for both the Lennard-Jones and Coulombic potentials. To evaluate these interactions, we chose the fourth-order particle mesh Ewald method$^{48,49}$ with a ratio mesh of 120 pm. To describe cross interactions, we use the Lorentz–Berthelot combining rules with a geometric mean.$^{50}$

### RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A summary of the experimental results obtained in this study is given in Table S3 of the Supporting Information, including CO$_2$ molar fraction in the gas phase in equilibrium with the solid phase measured at the end of the experiment, $A$ and $B$ parameters of the clathrate formula, crystal lattice parameters $(a, b, c)$, tilt angle of the HQ molecule in the crystal $(\alpha)$, volume of the unit cell $(V_u)$, total occupancy of the guests in the clathrate $(\chi)$, CO$_2$ molar fraction in the crystal $(\chi^{(CO_2)})$, ratio of the CO$_2$ and CH$_4$ molar fractions in the crystal $(\chi^{CO_2/CH_4})$, and separation factor $(\delta^{CO_2/CH_4})$.

**Crystal Structure.** The modeled crystal structure is shown in Figure 2. Figure 3a–c shows general views of the host crystal structure for the mixed (CO$_2$ + CH$_4$)–HQ clathrates obtained experimentally. The global rhombohedral structure (symmetry group R3) is the same whether the clathrates are obtained with mixed or pure gases (i.e., CO$_2$ and CH$_4$). The geometry is based on the formation of two interpenetrating, but not interconnected, networks of HQ molecules forming a cavity in which the guest molecules are encapsulated. The hydroxyl
groups of HQ are linked by hydrogen bonding and form a planar hexagon defining the top and bottom of this cavity, whereas alternate HQ molecules pointing diagonally above and below each hexagon define the lateral parts of the cavity. Interestingly enough, we found that all of the clathrates analyzed in this study have the same crystallographic structure. The lattice parameters, however, strongly depend on the composition of the gas loaded into the clathrates, as discussed later on. In addition to the lattice parameters, the \( \alpha \) angle (tilt angle of the \( \text{O}--\text{O} \) HQ molecule axis in relation to the \( c \) plane) shown in Figure 3d also characterizes the structure. In an attempt to get a better idea of the cavity shape, Figure 4 shows the voids present in the crystal, focusing on the solvent-accessible surface areas. With this approximation, the crystal is considered as a set of fused spheres with van der Waals radius. A probe sphere (of a defined radius) is then rolled over the van der Waals surface, and the accessible surface is mapped out by the center of the probe sphere to obtain a 3D view of the voids in the crystal.\(^{51} \) This method has already been used to characterize various materials such as salicylamide polymorphs,\(^{52} \) L-alanyl-L-valine,\(^{53} \) gabapentin heptahydrate,\(^{54} \) and adamantane hydrochloride salts.\(^{55} \) The HQ clathrate cavity exhibits a roughly spherical shape with pure \( \text{CH}_4 \) (see Figure 4a), whereas it is largely elongated toward the \( c \)-axis in the case of pure \( \text{CO}_2 \) (see Figure 4b). Interestingly enough, the cavity shape of the mixed \( (\text{CO}_2--\text{CH}_4)\)–HQ clathrates is halfway

Figure 2. Detailed view of the molecular dynamics simulation structure for the \( \beta\)-HQ clathrates, showing only three consecutive cells of a given channel. (a) Channel containing \( \text{CH}_4 \) as a guest molecule, (b) channel containing \( \text{CO}_2 + \text{CH}_4 \), and (c) channel containing \( \text{CO}_2 \). In each case, a vertical (along the \( z \)-axis) and a side (along the \( x \)-axis) view are presented.

Figure 3. General views of the crystal structure of mixed \( (\text{CO}_2--\text{CH}_4)\)–HQ clathrates obtained experimentally: (a) view down the crystallographic \( c \)-axis; (b) view down the crystallographic \( a \)-axis; and (c) 3D view. Blue dotted lines are hydrogen bonds forming the planar hexagons at the top and bottom of the cavity. (d) HQ molecule is represented with its oxygen–oxygen axis tilted at an angle \( \alpha \) to the \( c \) plane (0001). The structures presented in this figure were built with the clathrate \( (0.59\text{CO}_2--0.23\text{CH}_4)--3\text{HQ} \) (CDCC-1913200).

DOI: 10.1021/acs.jpcc.9b04081
between those obtained with pure gases: the more CO2 enclathrated in the cavity, the more deformed it is. As both CO2 and CH4 are enclathrated, the formula of the mixed (CO2 + CH4) clathrate can be written as:

\[ (A\text{CO}_2 + B\text{CH}_4)\cdot 3\text{HQ} \]

with \( A + B = \chi \) with \( 0 \leq \chi \leq 1 \) and where \( A \) and \( B \) are defined as the CO2 and CH4 occupancy factors, respectively. These factors can be normalized by the global occupancy \( \chi \) to give normalized occupancy factors \( x_{\text{CO}_2} = A/\chi \) and \( x_{\text{CH}_4} = B/\chi \). The values \( x_{\text{CO}_2} \) and \( x_{\text{CH}_4} \) are the molar fractions of the CO2 and CH4 trapped inside the clathrate. The composition of the clathrate was calculated by structural analysis. For this purpose, the carbon and oxygen atom occupancies in the guest molecules were refined separately using two different variables. Given that the carbon atoms of both guest molecules are located in the same position, the variable for carbon atom occupancy gives the total occupancy of the guest molecules. The value of the oxygen atom variable reflects the CO2 occupancy and the difference between the two variables gives the information pertaining to the CH4 molecules. It has been proven that this technique gives occupancy values of the same order of magnitude as those obtained by TGA measurements. In this work, the occupancies and clathrate formulas determined by XRD analysis were crosschecked by elementary analysis. In addition, the reproducibility of the experiments, estimated based on three independent runs carried out in the same conditions using an initial 50:50 CO2/CH4 gas mixture, is quite good as the average results obtained by structural analysis were \( A = 0.57 \pm 0.03 \) and \( B = 0.22 \pm 0.03 \) against \( A = 0.52 \pm 0.12 \) and \( B = 0.19 \pm 0.07 \) by elementary analysis.

The experimental values of parameters \( A \) and \( B \) of the clathrate formula \( (A\text{CO}_2 + B\text{CH}_4)\cdot 3\text{HQ} \) are plotted in Figure 5 versus the molar fraction of CO2 in the gas phase in equilibrium with the crystal. It is therefore very simple using these curves to obtain the clathrate formula for a given gas composition at 298 K and 3 MPa. Interestingly enough, both the crystal lattice parameters, i.e., \( a (= b) \) and \( c \), obtained experimentally and by modeling appear to be directly correlated with the clathrate composition. The variation of the lattice parameters and the angle \( \alpha \) versus \( x_{\text{CO}_2} \) are shown in Figures 6 and 7, respectively. Note that as \( x_{\text{CH}_4} = 1 - x_{\text{CO}_2} \), the variation of the lattice parameters versus \( x_{\text{CH}_4} \) can be deduced very easily.

When the clathrate became increasingly rich in CO2, we observed both a decrease in the \( a (= b) \) lattice parameter and an increase in the \( c \) parameter: the size of the unit cell is therefore strongly dependent on the composition of the gas encapsulated in the clathrate. With this particular binary gas mixture and in these conditions, the variation of the lattice parameters is monotinous (no extremum found). This trend clearly demonstrates that the HQ framework is highly adaptive.

We observed that MD estimates almost systematically deviate from experimental values, but, despite this, the performance of the HQ molecular model and the force field used can be considered quantitatively good. Let us recall that the HQ force field used combines two different approaches. First, the dispersive interaction parameters were originally computed in a group contribution scheme for substituted benzene derivatives in the OPLS force field. It is important to note that dispersive characteristic parameters are adjusted to
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**Figure 4.** Representations of typical cavities in HQ clathrates (down the crystallographic a-axis) obtained from a crystal structure analysis by XRD. The “solvent-accessible voids” are visualized using a probe sphere of 1.2 Å and a grid spacing of 0.2 Å. (a) CH4–HQ clathrate. (b) CO2–HQ clathrate.

**Figure 5.** Variation of \( A \) and \( B \) (parameters of the clathrate formula \( (A\text{CO}_2 + B\text{CH}_4)\cdot 3\text{HQ} \)) as a function of the molar fraction of CO2 in the gas phase at equilibrium with the crystal. Experimental data were obtained with clathrates synthesized at \( T = 298 \text{ K and } P = 3.0 \text{ MPa} \) and analyzed with XRD at \( T = 100 \text{ K and } P = 0.1 \text{ MPa} \). The blue and green lines are guides for the eye.

**Figure 6.** Variation of the lattice parameters of the \( (\text{CO}_2 + \text{CH}_4)\cdot 3\text{HQ} \) clathrate crystals as a function of the molar fraction of CO2 in the solid phase. Experimental data were obtained with clathrates synthesized at \( T = 298 \text{ K and } P = 3.0 \text{ MPa} \) and analyzed with XRD at \( T = 100 \text{ K and } P = 0.1 \text{ MPa} \). Modeling data were obtained at \( T = 100 \text{ K and } P = 0.1 \text{ MPa} \). The orange and purple lines are guides for the eye.
reproduce experimental fluid-phase equilibrium data. The same applies for CO₂ and CH₄ force fields. The original HQ molecular model was then modified by recalculating the atomic point electric charges using QM calculations for an isolated molecule under vacuum. This means that the force field characteristic parameters were determined in conditions far removed from those studied for the present clathrates, underlining the remarkable transferability of force field parameters. The geometry of the HQ clathrate containing a single guest was found to be very similar to the results obtained in experiments, an encouraging first result. Because we are able to demonstrate that the clathrate structure is flexible enough to accommodate a mixed population of guest molecules, in keeping with the trend highlighted in experiments concerning the variation of α and c lattice parameters, these simulation results can be considered highly relevant in light of the hypotheses and simplifications used in the models (conventional, nonpolarizable, etc.). There was a certain drift in the estimated results, but the structural modification undergone by the clathrate with the change in guest composition is extremely subtle in experiments, and the simulations were able to very accurately capture this physical behavior.

Drawing on the analysis of the molecular dynamics simulation results, the shape of the clathrate cavities of the mixed clathrates can also be discussed. In the case of pure guest (CH₄ or CO₂) HQ clathrates, it is clear that all cavities have the same geometry, with a given set of lattice parameter values, regardless of the fluctuations in cage size due to the movement of the HQ molecules, which are bonded by labile hydrogen bonds only. Nevertheless, in the case of mixed guest clathrates, there is some controversy about the possible coexistence of clathrate cavities of different sizes for each type of guest molecule. Based on an analysis of the molecular dynamics simulation trajectory, a histogram of the α angle values for the pure CH₄ pure CO₂ and equimolar guest clathrate structures was calculated at 100 K and 0.1 MPa. The data obtained follow a normal distribution (see details of the statistical analysis in Table S4 of the Supporting Information).

The results presented in Figure 8 show a clearly monomodal cavity size distribution for the mixed clathrate too, which rules out the bimodal cage size distribution hypothesis. Molecular dynamics simulation results also support the case of a homogeneous crystalline structure with lattice parameters evolving continuously between the limiting values corresponding to the pure clathrates. This is an estimation result that might have been expected a priori, taking into consideration the reported flexibility of the hydrogen-bonded network of the clathrate structure, which is able to shrink or swell according to changes in guest occupancy rate or composition.

**Clathrate Selectivity.** The capacity of a clathrate crystal formed with a binary gas mixture to be more or less selective toward one of the two gases in presence can be discussed with the help of the separation factor (denoted SF), which considers both the composition of the enclathrated gas and the composition of the gas phase in equilibrium with the solid phase. This indicator, commonly used in chemical and process engineering studies to quantify clathrate selectivity toward one of the two gases, is expressed in eq 1 for the CO₂/CH₄ binary mixture as

$$ SF_{CO_2/CH_4} = \frac{x^{CO_2}/(1-x^{CO_2})}{y^{CO_2}/(1-y^{CO_2})} $$  

where \(x^{CO_2}\) and \(y^{CO_2}\) are the CO₂ molar compositions of the gas present in the clathrate and in the gas phase in the CO₂/CH₄ gas mixture, respectively. The higher the SF, the better the selective clathration toward CO₂.

The composition of the clathrate itself can be simply assessed by the \(S_{CO_2/CH_4}\) ratio of the molar fraction of the two gases (i.e., \(x^{CO_2}\) and \(x^{CH_4}\)) present in the crystal, defined by eq 2

$$ S_{CO_2/CH_4} = \frac{x^{CO_2}}{x^{CH_4}} $$  

In our case, it is worth noting that \(S\) can also be directly calculated by the ratio of the \(A\) and \(B\) coefficients in the
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**Figure 7.** Variation of the α angle (tilt angle of the HQ molecule axis in relation to the c plane) as a function of the molar fraction of CO₂ in the solid phase. Experimental data were obtained with clathrates synthesized at \(T = 298\) K and \(P = 3.0\) MPa and analyzed with XRD at \(T = 100\) K and \(P = 0.1\) MPa. Modeling data were obtained at \(T = 100\) K and \(P = 0.1\) MPa. The red lines are guides for the eye.

**Figure 8.** Distribution of the HQ molecule tilt angle (α) in the clathrate structure for three values of CO₂ molar fractions in the solid phase (α): \(x = 0\) in blue (CH₄ –3HQ); \(x = 0.5\) in red (0.5CO₂ + 0.5CH₄); \(-3HQ\) x –1 in green (CO₂ –3HQ), each computed from 576 data points obtained by molecular dynamics simulations at 100 K and 0.1 MPa. Distribution histograms have been plotted with a class size of 0.2°. The solid curves correspond to the normal distribution calculated from the data points.
clathrate formula. Obviously, when $S_{CO2/CH4} > 1$, the clathrate has more CO2 than CH4.

The correlation curve between the composition of the solid and the gas at equilibrium is shown in Figure 9 for a temperature of 298 K. The corresponding values of S and SF versus the CO2 concentration in the gas phase at equilibrium are plotted in Figure 9.

![Figure 9](image)

**Figure 9.** Equilibrium between the CO2 and CH4 molar fractions in the HQ clathrate ($x_{CO2}$ and $x_{CH4}$) and the CO2 and CH4 molar fractions in the gas phase ($y_{CO2}$ and $y_{CH4}$). The green and blue lines are guides for the eye.

![Figure 10](image)

**Figure 10.** Variation of the ratio of the molar fraction of the CO2 and CH4, temperature (298 K), and gas mixture composition (0 < $y_{CO2} < 1$), the $x_{CO2}$ vs $y_{CO2}$ curve is always above the diagonal line of this chart (see Figure 9), demonstrating that the molar fraction of CO2 in the solid phase is always higher than in the gas phase at equilibrium. In other words, the gas that could be recovered by dissociation of the clathrate is always richer in CO2 than the gas used to form it. Therefore, the HQ clathrates formed from a CO2 + CH4 gas mixture are selective toward CO2 for the entire gas composition range. This point is illustrated in Figure 10 by $S_{CO2/CH4}$ values that are greater than 1, i.e., ranging from 2.7 to 4.2.

Actually, the SF values found in this work are different from those previously published in the literature. Coupan et al. calculated SF values lower than 1 across the entire gas composition domain when the clathrate is crystallized from an HQ-saturated solvent solution, formed at a very low pressure in conditions of three-phase equilibrium (e.g., $T = 298.3 \pm 0.3$ K, $P = 0.089 \pm 0.013$ MPa, and $y_{CO2} = 0.512 \pm 0.002$). This comparison might suggest that the clathrate selectivity toward CO2 becomes much higher than 1 if the clathrate formation pressure largely exceeds the three-phase clathrate equilibrium pressure (note that the synthesis pressure is around 30 times higher than the equilibrium pressure). In addition, the SF values in this work were found to be about 3–10 times lower than those obtained by Coupan et al. (i.e., $S_{CO2/CH4}$ from 10.1 to 18.8 at 293 K) and Lee et al. who have also worked with CO2 + CH4 gas mixtures. These higher SF values could be explained by the fact that the mixed gas HQ clathrates found by Coupan et al. and Lee et al. were obtained (i) through a direct gas–solid reaction instead of crystallization from an HQ-saturated solution, or (ii) through using an intermediate guest-free HQ clathrate (formed by using CO2) identified as being particularly selective toward CO2.

However, even though the HQ clathrates were selective toward CO2 across the entire gas mixture composition domain, it is very interesting to note in Figure 10 that the clathrate crystals contain more CO2 than CH4 (i.e., $S_{CO2/CH4} > 1$) only when the molar fraction of CO2 in the gas phase ($y_{CO2}$) is higher than around 0.2. We believe that these results could be very useful for practical applications, such as HQ clathrate-based gas separation processes.

**CONCLUSIONS**

Single crystals of mixed (CO2 + CH4)–HQ clathrates formed with different CO2/CH4 gas mixtures were synthesized experimentally and underwent XRD analysis to obtain information on the crystal structures and on the occupancy of the guests enclathrated in the crystal. Molecular dynamics simulations were also performed on the same structures. From the results obtained, it was concluded that mixed (CO2 + CH4) clathrates have the same rhombohedral crystal structure whatever their composition is (i.e., from pure CO2 to pure CH4) and that their homogeneity and concentration depend on cavity size. However, the lattice parameters of the crystal and the size of the cavity vary with the gas mixture composition: when the proportion of CO2 increases in the crystal, the lattice parameters $a$ and $b$ decrease while $c$ increases, in a monotonic way (without extremum). The more CO2 there is in the crystal, the more elongated the cavities toward the $c$-axis. The molecular dynamics simulations very accurately predicted this tendency of the crystal structure to vary according to the gas composition. The lattice parameters obtained in experiments and numerically were in very good agreement, demonstrating that the modeling strategy chosen and the simplified assumptions used are relevant. Interestingly enough, we were able to deduce from the statistical analysis of cavity sizes obtained by simulations, a key aspect of the clathrate structure that is very difficult to process in...
experiments: even if two different guests are present in the structure (i.e., CO₂ and CH₄) in variable proportions, mixed HQ clathrates have just one cavity size that varies as a function of the composition of the gas encapsulated in the crystal. Calculation of clathrate selectivity demonstrated that, in these conditions (synthesis at a pressure of 3.0 MPa and a temperature of 298 K), HQ clathrates are always selective toward CO₂ whatever the gas composition is—the gas loaded in the clathrates is always richer in CO₂ than the gas used to form it. However, it is worth noting that although the clathration was selective toward CO₂, we found that the clathrates became richer in CH₄ when the CO₂ molar fraction in the gas at equilibrium dropped below ~0.2. We believe that these results concerning clathration selectivity are highly important for practical applications using organic clathrates, particularly CO₂/CH₄ gas separation processes based on HQ clathrates. It could be useful to perform additional work at different pressures and temperatures with this particular gas mixture and others.
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Table S1. Analytical techniques and methods used in this study.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>GC</strong></td>
<td>The gas composition at the end of the synthesis is obtained by gas chromatography (GC). The analysis is performed using a gas chromatograph (GC Agilent, model 7820A) equipped with a high-pressure sampling system, a 30-m capillary column (model HP-PLOT-Q) with an inner diameter of 0.32 mm (comprising a stationary phase of polystyrene/di-vinylbenzene coating, 20 µm thick), and a thermal conductivity detector. Hydrogen, supplied by a hydrogen generator (model NMH2), is used as a carrier gas. The GC is calibrated with different commercial CO₂/CH₄ gas mixtures. The method allows quantitative measurements with a relative uncertainty of 0.3%, and retention times for CH₄ and CO₂ of 0.64 ± 0.05 and 0.80 ± 0.05 minutes respectively.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>XRD</strong></td>
<td>The X-Ray Diffraction (XRD) analysis were performed using oil-coated shock-cooled crystals on a Bruker-AXS APEX II diffractometer with MoKa radiation (λ = 0.71073 Å). The crystal structures were solved by direct methods [Sheldrick, G. M. Acta Cryst. 2008, A64, 112–122] and all non-hydrogen atoms were refined anisotropically using the least-squares method on F² [Sheldrick, G. M. Acta Cryst. 2015, C71, 3-8].</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table S2. Information concerning the materials used for this study. The products were used without further purification.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Product</th>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Purity (mole %)</th>
<th>Supplier</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hydroquinone</td>
<td>HQ</td>
<td>99.5 %</td>
<td>Acros Organics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethanol absolute</td>
<td>EtOH</td>
<td>&gt;99%</td>
<td>Sigma Aldrich</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carbon dioxide</td>
<td>CO₂</td>
<td>&gt; 99.995 %</td>
<td>Linde gas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Methane</td>
<td>CH₄</td>
<td>&gt; 99.995 %</td>
<td>Linde gas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gas mixtures</td>
<td>CO₂/CH₄</td>
<td>&gt; 99.995 %</td>
<td>Linde gas</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table S3. Summary of the experimental data obtained in this study. Variables: CO$_2$ molar fraction in the gas used for the synthesis ($y_{CO2\ init}$), CO$_2$ molar fraction in the gas phase in equilibrium with the solid phase measured at the end of the experiment ($y_{CO2}$), $A$ and $B$ parameters of the clathrate formula ($A \ CO_2 - B \ CH_4 - 3HQ$), crystal lattice parameters ($a$, $b$, $c$), tilt angle of the HQ molecule in the crystal ($\alpha$), volume of the unit cell ($V_{uc}$), total occupancy of the guests in the clathrate ($\chi$), CO$_2$ molar fraction in the crystal ($x_{CO2}$), ratio of the CO$_2$ and CH$_4$ molar fractions in the crystal ($S_{CO2/CH4}$), and separation factor ($S.F. \ CO2:CH4$). The uncertainty $\pm \Delta$ is within the 95% confidence interval of the mean, under the assumption of normality, estimated from 3 repeat experiments (CDCC 1913199-1913201).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>$y_{CO2\ init}$</th>
<th>$y_{CO2}$</th>
<th>$A$</th>
<th>$B$</th>
<th>$a$</th>
<th>$b$</th>
<th>$c$</th>
<th>$\alpha$</th>
<th>$V_{uc}$</th>
<th>$\chi$</th>
<th>$x_{CO2}$</th>
<th>$S_{CO2/CH4}$</th>
<th>S.F. $CO2:CH4$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>unit</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\pm \Delta$</td>
<td>0.008</td>
<td>0.032</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.042</td>
<td>0.014</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CDCC-1913196</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.81</td>
<td>16.562</td>
<td>5.405</td>
<td>40.2</td>
<td>1284</td>
<td>0.81</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CDCC-1913197</td>
<td>0.106</td>
<td>0.087</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>0.65</td>
<td>16.529</td>
<td>5.430</td>
<td>40.7</td>
<td>1285</td>
<td>0.84</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CDCC-1913198</td>
<td>0.255</td>
<td>0.243</td>
<td>0.39</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>16.416</td>
<td>5.496</td>
<td>41.7</td>
<td>1283</td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td>0.54</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>3.7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CDCC-1913199</td>
<td>0.502</td>
<td>0.483</td>
<td>0.58</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>16.321</td>
<td>5.580</td>
<td>42.9</td>
<td>1287</td>
<td>0.81</td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CDCC-1913200</td>
<td>0.497</td>
<td>0.457</td>
<td>0.59</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>16.325</td>
<td>5.573</td>
<td>42.8</td>
<td>1286</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CDCC-1913201</td>
<td>0.503</td>
<td>0.470</td>
<td>0.54</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>16.352</td>
<td>5.569</td>
<td>42.6</td>
<td>1289</td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td>0.74</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CDCC-1913202</td>
<td>0.640</td>
<td>0.596</td>
<td>0.71</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>16.265</td>
<td>5.623</td>
<td>43.4</td>
<td>1288</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>4.4</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CDCC-1913203</td>
<td>0.742</td>
<td>0.691</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>16.235</td>
<td>5.644</td>
<td>43.8</td>
<td>1288</td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>9.4</td>
<td>4.2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CDCC-1913204</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>16.189</td>
<td>5.688</td>
<td>44.3</td>
<td>1291</td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table S4. Statistical analysis with the data of Figure 6 (distribution of the tilt angle ($\alpha$) of the HQ molecule in the clathrate structure for three values of CO$_2$ molar fractions in the solid). Number of observations: 576. The Kolmogorov-Smirnov test was used to evaluate whether scores were likely to follow normal distribution in the populations.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Min</th>
<th>Max</th>
<th>Average</th>
<th>Std deviation</th>
<th>$p$-value (Kolmogorov-Smirnov test) $^{(1)}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>x= 0</td>
<td>35.495</td>
<td>39.411</td>
<td>37.427</td>
<td>0.686</td>
<td>0.875</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>x=0.5</td>
<td>35.767</td>
<td>42.187</td>
<td>39.466</td>
<td>1.099</td>
<td>0.608</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>x=1</td>
<td>40.891</td>
<td>45.206</td>
<td>43.067</td>
<td>0.698</td>
<td>0.985</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$^{(1)}$ if the $p$-value is > 0.05, the assumption of normality cannot be rejected (i.e. the data follow normal distribution).